
VILLANOVA GRADUATE TAX CERTIFICATE 
INTERNATIONAL TAX

Villanova’s comprehensive International Tax Certificate provides 
students with a complete understanding of global taxation from 
concept to practice. Designed to equip professionals with a 
broad understanding of the fundamental principles and evolving 
regulations surrounding global tax dynamics, this certificate pro-
gram digs into the multifaceted world of international tax, em-
phasizing topics such as transfer pricing methodologies, intangi-
ble asset valuation, meticulous documentation requirements, as 
well as the U.S. penalty system. The International Tax Certificate 
provides individuals with the nuanced expertise they need to 
navigate complex tax landscapes that affect the global market. 
Throughout the program, students will gain an understanding of 
difficult concepts and strategies, allowing them to gain insight 
into today’s complex global tax landscape and address various 
challenges. 

REQUIRED CLASSES
LTX 4047 International Tax I - Inbound Transactions
LTX 7032 International Tax II - Outbound Transactions 
LTX 4051 Transfer Pricing 
LTX 4053 Advanced Issues in International Tax
LTX 4055 International Mergers and Acquisitions

   299 N Spring Mill Rd, Villanova, PA 19085  |  graduatetaxprogram@law.villanova.edu  |  610-519-7043

ABOUT GRADUATE TAX

Villanova’s Graduate Tax Program offers specialized training for seasoned tax professionals. Among  
our certificate programs, professionals can obtain certificates in Estate Planning, Employee Benefits, 
International Tax and State and Local Taxation. 

Our comprehensive tax law certificate program at Villanova offers multiple pathways for completion. In 
addition to the ability to pursue these certificates in-person or online, participants also have the option 
of pursuing advanced degrees such as the Master of Laws in Taxation (LLM) or Master of Taxation (MT). 
Alternatively, professionals can opt for the standalone certificate program.
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